Learning Track Selection
Learning sessions represent professional levels
that include new-to-the-profession, mid-level
managers, and strategic leaders, as well as
the five core competencies for health
care HR leadership. Each session has been
defined with professional identifiers and
symbols from the ASHHRA HR Leader Model
as defined below.
Before you decide which sessions to attend, reflect
on the professional challenges you have faced in your role as an
HR professional in the past year. Then, thoughtfully match your
career needs to the wide and varied range of choices.

Professional Identifiers
Leader Track: sessions for those with a minimum of five
years leadership experience or who hold the title of VP,
SRVP, or CHRO, these sessions will give you the tools and
knowledge to take your organization in a new direction.
Mid-level Professional: intended for generalists, specialists, or mid-level managers looking to obtain competencies
to raise skills to the next level.
New-to-the-Profession: designed for those new to the
HR field. These sessions are to get you started, give you
tools to know what to do next, and appreciate the basics
of the ASHHRA HR Leader Model.

HR Leader Model Identifiers
HR Delivery
HR Leaders “Reach Beyond the Expected”
Select sessions with this symbol when you are seeking
information on integrating the “people” side of health
care with organizational business structure.
Healthcare Business Knowledge
HR Leaders “Embrace New Learning”
Select sessions with this symbol when you want to
demonstrate cross-functional capability, health care
knowledge, and strategic vision for your organization.
People Strategies
HR Leaders “Leads with the Heart”
Select sessions with this symbol when your goal is to
create and implement operating models and structures
that support a high-performance culture of care for
employees.
Community Citizenship
HR Leaders “Raise Their Voices”
To better connect employers with employees and link
both to customers and communities, select sessions
with this symbol.
Personal Leadership
HR Leaders “Exemplify Excellence”
Select sessions with this symbol when you accept the
personal challenge to hold yourself to a higher standard
than expected by others and serve as a model for
excellence.
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New Heights for HR Leaders

Conference Highlights
Pre-Conference Special Interest Sessions
Special learning tracks are featured as Saturday Pre-Conference
Sessions. See page 6 for more details.
The Health Care HR Basics Boot Camp Track, facilitated
by ASHHRA regional consultants, gives new-to-the-profession
HR practitioners a basic overview of HR processes, competencies,
and best practices.
The Development Track challenges seasoned HR practitioners
to go to the next level of their HR leadership journey through
experiential learning.
The Leader Track is an interactive session that will explain
and highlight the importance of hospital leadership and positive
employee relations.
The Legislative Track What’s New in the Legislative
& Labor Arena? Attend this session and hear highlights
on legislative and labor trends affecting health care.

ASHHRA Leader Institute

Sponsored by:

(by Invitation Only)
Saturday, Oct. 31
The new ASHHRA Leader Institute is a
day-long session specifically designed
for health care HR directors, VPs, and CEOs from all types of health
care organizations. This program, rooted in the HR Leader Model,
trains participants to become skilled at aligning HR initiatives that
include strategic planning, fiscal management, and organizational
development.

ASHHRA Centre for Excellence
The Centre for Excellence offers knowledge sharing on all ASHHRA
products, services, and benefits. You’ll meet the Board of Directors,
committee chairs, and peers in a comfortable setting inside the
exhibit hall. Also take a moment to see the demonstration on
www.myashhra.org (see below) and learn the advantages of
participating in a social network.
The ASHHRA Online Community
is a form of social media where
ASHHRA members can network
on various health care HR.
The benefits of www.myashhra.org are:
Share resources and best practices
Hold conversations with colleagues on industry hot topics
Receive updates on health care HR issues with a direct link
to www.myashhra.org
Post announcements about chapter events
Be seen by your profession when featured for outstanding
work performance
Chat with various HR groups on topics that are of
specific interest to you

Regional Breakfasts
Network with fellow colleagues in your region at the Sunday morning
breakfasts. Facilitated by your regional consultant in this activity-packed
event, you’ll join in the celebration of chapter award winners, receive the
2009 region update, and hear an overview of the conference.

